TOTAL WHITE by IGIATM
2-in-1 Ultrasonic, Automatic Nano Toothbrush
Gum Health Stimulator and Teeth Brightening Device
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Product Function:
-Enjoy clean and healthy teeth in 7 days and improve gum and oral
health in just 14 days.
-Upgraded U-shaped brush head, designed with over 300 bristles for a
deep clean you can feel.
-Equipped with 4 Optional Modes to Suit various Oral and Gum needs:
Daily Clean- 40 Seconds, Deep Clean- 40 Seconds, Gum Care- 40
Seconds, Cold Light Nano-blue Whitening- 15 minutes.
-Water Resistant IPX7 can be used in the bathtub and shower.
-Wireless Charging & Portable design.
-Low battery reminder, Auto shut off after fully charged, compatible
with any power source.
-Rechargeable electric toothbrush convenient to use at home or
traveling.

Product Features:
-360 Degree Automatic Cleaning
-IPX7 Water Resistant
-U-Shaped Brush Head
-Highly Efficient Sterilization
-Wireless Charging Dock
-4 Optional Modes
-Blue Light Whitening
-30 Second Quick Cleaning

Product Accessories:

Instructions For Use:
1. Secure the U-Shaped silicone mouth tray firmly into the main device
2. Wet the mouth tray and evenly apply the IGIATM Total White Foam
Toothpaste, or the IGIATM Photocatalyst Whitening Gel, depending which
mode you plan to select. Note: Regular toothpaste is compatible with
this device.
3. Select the mode in which you choose to use.
4. After use, rinse mouth tray of any remaining debris and store in a
cool, dry place.

Matters Needing Attention:
1. The normal working temperature of the device is 0o C– 50oC
2. When charging, be sure it is stores in a cool, dry place, avoiding
sunlight when possible.
3. After using, make sure the body is wiped dry before placing back
on charging dock.

Disclaimer Notices & Warranty Clauses:
DISCLAIMER NOTICES
In the process of the preparation of this manual, we have sought to
make the content correct and complete. However, there is no guarantee
that there are no errors or omissions in the manual.
We reserve the right to change specifications of the products mentioned
in this manual at any time without prior declaration. No part of this

manual shall be reproduced, transmitted, transcribed or stored in a
searchable system or translated into any other languages without the
written authorization of our company. The company is not responsible
for the loss caused by non-standard or wrong operation.
WARRANTY CLAUSES
1. Damage caused by failure to follow the instructions, human
factors, force majeure, etc. is not covered by warranty.
2. Maintenance cost will be charged for product out of warranty.
3. You can register for your free warranty on www.IGIA.com.
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